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Sacred
Sites



 From the Editor
Our cover photo of Stonehenge is made possible thanks to Shane Broderick of 

Ireland. More of his photos appear elsewhere in this issue. Sacred megalithic sites 
like Stonehenge are quite often found near water. Water wells, themselves, are often 

considered sacred, and also quite often have stone encasements. It strikes me that the one 
thing these two complementary items – stone and water – have in common is longevity. 

Science tells us we are drinking the same water that the dinosaurs bathed in, just 
recycled through evaporation, rain, a long trip to the sea, and evaporation – over and over again. 

To ancient humankind the endless supply of water (especially from wells) and the durability 
of stone (at least within their lifetimes and memories) must have seemed sacred compared to the 
fragility of their own lives. Beyond this, water supported those short lives, and stone walls helped 
make those lives last at least a bit longer, during times of warfare. 

Even more so, the sheer beauty of water and stone speaks to the soul in a way most things can’t, 
and many folks are drawn to these basic elements as aids in healing.

Examples of the worship of stonework can be seen in countries around the world, a good example 
being the moai statues on Easter Island. I’ve personally seen stone elevated to sacred position as in 
the Scottish Stone of Destiny, as well as megaliths in Scotland and Ireland,  in the pyramids of Egypt 
and at Chichen Itza, Mexico, plus sacred sites at Machu Picchu in Peru, in Hawaii, Belize, and in 
several other European and Caribbean countries. At Chichen Itza, on the edge of a well, where it 
was rumored the remains of many people could be found, I drank a ceremonial water potion with a 
shaman in the shadow of the Kukulcan pyramid. In Egypt, I stared down a sacred well directly on the 
pathway to the Sphinx.

From baptismal ceremonies to referring to something as “carved in stone,” it is obvious that water 
and stone have permeated our psyche to a level beyond our understanding and sometimes even our 
recognition . . . or perhaps they are so elemental, they have been there all along. 
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Water - it is life-giving and, for some, life- 
changing. It shows us a reflection of ourselves and 
without it, we and all around us would cease to 
exist. It is essential to our being. Many cultures, 
past and present, have recognised this simple fact. 
For the ancient Egyptians, it was from water that all 
creation began; in ancient Mesopotamia water was 
regarded as a symbol of absolute wisdom. In many 
situations water is given anthropomorphic qualities 
which are almost always female. Interpretations of 
the meaning behind the names for the Rivers Dee 
and Don in Scotland range from ‘the goddess’ to 
‘the mother’. Identification with the female is a 
common thread across the world’s cultures.

Today the most sacred river to Hindus is the 
river Ganges; it is worshipped as the goddess 
Ganga who descended from heaven to earth. 
To bathe in the waters of the Ganges is to wash 
away your sins; her waters are seen as both pure 
and purifying. It is also believed that the Ganges 
flows in heaven, earth and the netherworld, and is 
regarded as a crossing point of all beings, the living 
and the dead. Thus it is very desirable to have the 
ashes of a loved one scattered on the Ganges. This 
belief in the sanctity of the river, and all rivers, 
began early in Indian culture and has continued 
uninterrupted for several thousand years.

Heading far to the west and much closer to 
home, we arrive in Britain and ask ourselves, was 
water important to our ancestors? The answer 
would be a definitive “Yes”. 

In fact, the importance of watery places in 
Britain’s past is a given for archaeologists and 
other like-minded individuals. There have over 
the years been numerous outstanding excavations 
and archaeological finds to back this up. 

The relationship people had with water in both 
Britain and Ireland’s past can be seen as far back 
as the Neolithic Era. During this time, people were 
beginning to make their mark on the landscape 
by constructing sizable and (fairly) permanent 
monuments such as Stonehenge, Ness of Brodgar 
and Newgrange. 
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Sacred
  Waters

by Toni-Maree Rowe 
New Zealand

Stonehenge photo by Shane Broderick of Ireland.
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Such sites are usually part of a wider ‘sacred’ 
landscape, often surrounded by many other 
monuments of varying type and size, but what is 
of interest to us here is their relationship to water. 
Thus the Stonehenge sacred landscape is bounded 
by the River Avon in the south and east, whilst 
Newgrange and associated sites are nestled in 
what is known as the Bend in the Boyne (the river 
Boyne). The Ness of Brodgar in Orkney is situated 
on a thin strip of land with the saltwater Loch of 
Stenness on one side and the freshwater Loch of 
Harry on the other. In this landscape there is very 
little to differentiate the water from the sky.

The reasons for the placement of such sites 
near rivers may never be fully understood. It is 
possible to say the symbolism is inherent, but 
as Francis Pryor says in his book Britain BC 
(2003) “...it would be very easy to oversimplify 
our reading of that complex, layered symbolism 
that contained within it the shared histories of the 
people who created, nourished and guarded it. To 
say, for example, that water symbolised a soul’s 
journey to the next world is banal. It may have 
done – indeed it probably did – but it also marked 
boundaries in this world, and provided corridors 
along which people could move without crossing 
too many tribal frontiers.”

The Neolithic would have been a very alien 
world to our modern minds and trying to assess 
the symbolism of a natural phenomenon is fraught 
with numerous pitfalls. Regardless, it is important 
to heed the role of waterways in Neolithic life. 
The lifestyle of the Neolithic would have been 
reasonably mobile, with people moving around 
the landscape following the seasons. 

“Where people moved around the land, 
pathways between places would be emphasised, 
and monuments placed beside them. Given the 
scale of many Neolithic monuments, they may 
also have been placed at locales where groups 
were in closer proximity at certain times of the 
year.” (Barnatt, J. “Monuments in the Landscape: 
Thoughts from the Peak.” Prehistoric Ritual and 
Religion. Eds. A Gibson and D. Simpson).

After the Neolithic we have the Bronze Age, a 
period heralded, as the name would suggest, by the 

appearance of metal objects (bronze, copper and 
gold) within the archaeological record. We also see 
an increasing (albeit gradual) degree of sedentary 
behaviour, with family-type groups concentrating 
their activities at permanently laid-out farms and 
fields. Many (but not all) of the monuments of the 
Bronze Age began to reflect this more localised 
behaviour with smaller monuments being built by 
these groups for their own use. The monuments 
are now found in all manner of landscapes and it 
would appear that water is no longer of importance. 
However, excavations at sites such as Flag Fen, 
Lincolnshire and the finds from Duddington Loch, 
Edinburgh or the Rivers Thames, Trent or Witham, 
to name a few. all suggest that watery places were 
still of great ritual importance.

EDITOR’S NOTE: With this article we have 
finally cracked the Celtic nut “down under.” 
Toni-Maree Rowe was born in Australia and 
now lives in New Zealand. In addition to 
this article based on sacred sites in the UK 
(she also has a vested interest particularly 
in Cornwall), Toni-Maree has offered to 
provide other articles every couple of months 
or so, some focusing on Australia and New 
Zealand. We have waited a long time for a 
representative from this area. Our very first 
Celtic Guide – January 2012 – featured a 
substantial article on a group of Scots who 
settled first in Australia and then in New 
Zealand. A great friend of mine just returned 
from a month’s vacation in both countries and 
had much to say about the natural beauty to 
be found there. I hope to mark a visit there off 
my own bucket list someday. For now, Toni-
Maree will be my/our best bet to learn more 
about our Celtic cousins on the far side of the 
world, as well as UK legends and history. In 
addition to holding a Masters of Arts Degree 
in Archaeology, Toni-Maree is an author. Her 
book A Viking Moon is now available for free 
as an ebook at all good ebook retailers. Find 
more about Toni-Maree at –
https://sites.google.com/site/tonimareerowe/
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In the early days of discovery, such finds were 
often attributed to accidental loss however the 
excavations at Flag Fen have seemed to indicate 
that the majority of the items deposited were 
done intentionally and with no desire to retrieve 
them. In 1984, Francis Pryor began excavating 
a post alignment at Flag Fen. It was 10m wide 
and consisted of five roughly parallel rows of 
posts. During the 1989 
dig season, the excavators 
began to find some unusual 
artefacts, some 320 metal 
objects,  mostly made 
of bronze and dating from the Bronze Age. 
Swords, daggers, jewelry, axe-heads, spearheads 
and pieces of a metal shield were amongst the 
artefacts uncovered. Interestingly every object had 
been deliberately damaged before being placed 
carefully into the water. The deliberate destruction 
of artefacts prior to deposition at Flag Fen is not an 
isolated example. 

At Duddington Loch, a number of bronze 
objects were found, mostly weapons, and once 
more all had been broken or burnt prior to 
deposition. Still in Scotland, Late Bronze Age 
swords were found in the River Tay and three Late 
Bronze Age shields were recovered from a bog in 
Yetholm, Roxburgshire. Another feature of Bronze 
Age deposition is its longevity.  At Flag Fen and 
the bog sites of Ireland such as Dowris, Co. Offaly; 
Mooghaun, Co. Clare and the Bog of Cullen in 
Co. Tipperary, deposition did not occur as a single 
event, rather it was the result of many individual 
events over a number of years. In the case of the 
Irish bogs over two hundred bronze artefacts have 
been found, deposited over a number of years.

The tradition of deposition in watery places 
continues into the Iron Age. Still the weapons 
appear in rivers, for example, the Battersea Shield 
found in the River Thames, a horned helmet 
from under the Waterloo Bridge, and the Witham 
Shield from the River Witham. An excavation 
at Fiskerton in Lincolnshire also discovered a 
causeway that led to Lindsey, a significant patch 
of dry land which is essentially an island bounded 
by the rivers Humber and Trent to the north and 

east and the Witham and fens to the south. Here 
the archaeologists found swords, spearheads and 
other artefacts deposited into the wet ground. 
Interestingly it has been suggested that the deposits 
coincided with periods when the causeway was 
being rebuilt around the time of lunar eclipses.

 Similar to the Bronze Age, the bogs and lakes 
of the west seem to be the place of choice for 

ritual deposition. The most well known is Llyn 
Cerrig Bach (originally a lake) in Anglesey. From 
here some one hundred and fifty objects were 
recovered. The finds from Llyn Cerrig Bach are 
regarded as the most important collection of La 
Tène-style metalwork in Britain to be found. The 
artefacts found included two slave chains, swords, 
spearheads, a bronze trumpet, cauldrons, iron bars, 
blacksmith tools and animal bones. Once more all 
had been deliberately broken and deposited over 
a long period of time, approximately from 300 
B.C. to 100.A.D. In fact there may have been a 
double whammy of sacredness here, as it has been 
suggested that islands represented sacred spaces 
because they were bounded by water on all sides.

This connection between water and the 
deposition of weapons is embodied by the later 
legends of King Arthur. In Malory’s version, 
King Arthur instructs Sir Bedivere “...take thou 
Excalibur, my good sword, and go with it to 
yonder waterside, and when thou comest there I 
charge thee throw my sword in that water”. For 
some this could be regarded as a cultural memory, 
a continuation of a ritual performed by our 
ancestors for many generations.

But it is not only lakes and rivers that were 
important, there were also the peat bogs. Finds from 
peat bogs are of a relatively common occurrence 
given the use of peat for fuel. Of course the most 
famous of all bog deposits are the human bodies. 
Bog bodies are well known in several European 
contexts, for example Tollund Man, found in a 
Danish bog. However, there are also examples 

“Water is life’s matter and matrix, mother 
and medium. There is no life without water.”       
                    – Albert Szent-Gyorgi
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from Germany, Holland, Norway and Sweden. 
The tradition goes right back to the Mesolithic 
Period and culminates in the Iron Age and early 
Roman Empire. 

One of the most dramatic discoveries in Britain 
was that of ‘Lindow Man’ found in a peat bog at 
Lindow Moss in Cheshire. The remains were of 
a young male (mid-20s) who had been violently 
killed from a blow to his head, strangled and his 
throat cut. A detailed examination of the remains 
suggests he was of a high status. His teeth were 
healthy, his nails manicured and his beard and 
moustache neatly trimmed, in addition, there were 
none of the usual signs on the bones that he had 
ever done any heavy manual labour. Radiocarbon 
dating places his death and deposition at 
somewhere in the mid first century A.D.

Many reasons for such a grisly deposition have 
been put forth, from murder and violent robbery 
to human sacrifice. Sacrifice in the Iron Age was 
well known and took many forms, either as the 
sacrifice of an object, an animal or a person. 

“The Celts did not love their deities; they 
made contracts with them as they did in their 
own society. By making offerings into pits, wells, 
springs, peat bogs and all watery places, no doubt 
with the solemn attendant ritual, the druids were in 
fact ‘binding’ the gods into making reciprocal gifts 
to mankind...” (A. Ross. “Ritual and Druids.” In 
The Celtic World, edited by Miranda Green).

It would seem that the greater the ‘ask’ the 
greater the sacrifice. The Lindow man was 
deposited at a time of turmoil in Britain; northern 
England was not properly subjugated by the 
Romans until well into the first century A.D., and 
perhaps he represents a last ditch attempt by the 
Druids asking for the Gods’ intervention? 

Perhaps his grisly death is a reflection of 
‘destroying’ an object before it is deposited into 
its watery grave? Throughout Britain and Ireland 
there have been almost two hundred documented 

cases of bodies found in bogs. Not all are dated 
to the Iron Age and not all can be given a ritual 
explanation.

Any discussion on the sacredness of watery 
places needs to include springs and wells. 
Unfortunately, the majority of springs have been 
tampered with, cleared out and utilised to such 
a degree in our history that the evidence is very 
sparse indeed. 

Some prehistoric sites are associated with 
springs through proximity such as Swallowhead 
Springs which is near the Neolithic monument of 
Silbury Hill. However, the best-preserved piece of 
evidence comes from the town of Bath. Here we 
have the very famous Roman baths based around 
the springs dedicated to the goddess Sulis Minerva. 
The impressive complex of baths and temples 

built by the Romans began 
some fifteen years after 
the Boudiccan rebellion. 
It does seem this was an 
attempt to do honour to a 

local deity - Sulis - by aligning it with one of the 
more significant Roman deities – Minerva. 

The importance of this site to the local people is 
well-recorded by the Romans. Thousands of coins 
of both Roman and Celtic type have been found in 
or near the hot springs in addition to many curse 
tablets of a Roman date. 

This tradition of offerings to a spring or well 
continues into the modern day. Throwing a coin 
into a well to make a wish is a common practice 
as is the tradition of well dressing. Every summer 
throughout the counties of Britain, wells are 
cleaned up and made pretty. 

The longevity of this practice is well-attested, 
in 960 a canon was issued that expressly forbade 
the ‘worship of fountains,’ and yet it could not be 
suppressed. Eventually the church turned these 
pagan sites into Christian holy wells. 

In some cases the well or spring has a special 
tree nearby, a Clootie tree. The clootie is a piece 
of cloth that has been dipped in the spring’s water 
and then tied to the tree, after which a supplication 
is given to the saint or deity of the spring. 

Many of these springs are associated with 

“Nothing is weaker than water, yet for 
overcoming what is hard and strong, nothing 
surpasses it.”                 – Lao Tzu
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healing; in some cases the clootie represents the 
ailment and it is believed that once it has perished, 
then so will the ailment. 

Furthermore it is not unusual for a church to 
be built near a sacred spring or well such as St 
Oswald’s in Cumbria or at Golant in Cornwall. 

Some have even embraced the sacred well as 
is the case for St Winefride’s well in Holywell, 
Wales. 

In fact, the overall sanctity continues well into 
the Christian era where monasteries can be found 
on islands (St Michael’s Mount or Lindisfarne), 
and many other Christian religious houses are 
situated close to rivers. 

This article merely scratches the surface, but 
from reading and research it soon becomes apparent 
that water in all its forms has played a major role 
in the history and prehistory of our world. It has 
defined where we live and it has defined how we 
live, indeed if we live at all. That our ancestors 
revered water should be of no surprise to us and 
yet often it is. 

Toni-Maree Rowe
author of 

A Viking Moon 
– a free ebook 

available in print from 

www.feedaread.co.uk 

or Amazon.com, 

announces the upcoming 

second installment of 

The Sarah Tremayne Adventures 

A Megalithic Moon
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One of the advantages of living in Scotland 
is that you don’t have to look very far to find 
something that is of ancient archaeological 
Celtic significance. For example, within a two- 
mile radius of my house lie four Iron Age hill 
forts. Stretch that radius to four miles and you 
find several more, along with Bronze Age field 
settlements and a cup and ring marked stone. 

The track used by William Wallace in his 
campaigns to regain Scotland’s independence 
lies a mile and a half away. The ancient oak 
that is called the Cromwell tree, because 
Cromwell himself ordered a thief to be hung 
from its branches, still stands just a mile away. 
Moncrieff Hill, from the Gaelic place name 
Monadh Craoibh (the tree-covered hill), where 
a battle was fought between two opposing 
armies engaged in the civil war between the 
Picts in the 8th century, is still there and is still 

covered in trees. There is the site of a Roman 
camp, Carpow, just four miles away. A friend of 
mine found the handle from a Roman amphora 
in a field near the site of the fort. A Bronze Age 
dug- out canoe, one of the largest ever found 
and in an excellent state of preservation, was 
found on the opposite side of the river Tay just 
within the last 10 years.

I could go on and I might bore you stupid, yet 
it is a fact that we have so much historical ‘stuff’ 
lying around Scotland that you can almost trip 
over it without even knowing it’s there.

I am interested in place names. It’s what got 
me interested in Gaelic. 

It’s fun for me to be able to drive along in 
my car, look at places, and be able to tell not 
only what the place names mean, but how they 
were acquired. Sometimes of course it’s not 
so easy as the spelling of a word can change 

Summer In Spring by Ron Henderson
Scotland

Burleigh Well, Perthshire, Scotland
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almost beyond all recognition over a period of 
maybe a thousand or even two thousand years, 
until anything resembling the original word 
has altered beyond any reasonable attempt to 
discover the true meaning.

In a field just a few hundred yards from my 
home in Bridge of Earn, there is a fresh water 
spring, or wellhead. It’s called the Burley or 
Burleigh Well.

It’s my belief that this word Burley/Burleigh 
has derived from the place name Dunbarney, 
which is the name of the parish in which Bridge 
of Earn resides, and that it has altered with the 
passing of years. You will know all about the 
liquid consonants L, R and N which are such 
a feature of confusion in place name research. 
There are no other ‘Burley’ or ‘Burleigh’ names 
that I can see in the surrounding area.

Dunbarney itself is believed to have come 
from either Dun Bearna, the hill of the gap, 
or from Druim Breandan, Brendan’s mound. 
Brendan was a 6th century Irish monk who left 
his name also in the nearby parish of Abernethy 
in the Brandy Well.

I have discovered that the lands around here 
(this end of the Bridge of Earn is known as 
Kintillo) were at one time owned by the Abbey 
of Scone. They were gifted to the Abbey by 
a local landowner in the early 13th century. 
This gift is mentioned in the Liber de Scon. 
The Abbey of Scone as you will know was 
destroyed completely in 1560/1561 during the 
Reformation.

There is a field just across the ancient right 
of way that runs past the Burley Well, and the 
name of this field is Summerfield. 

Believe me, this field is no more summery 
than any of the other fields round about. An 18th 
century map shows that this area was originally 
known as Somer field and this set me to thinking 
that it is possible the word  Somer has derived 
from the words suidhe (seat or settlement) and 
either Moire (Mary), mathair (mother), or maol 
(the tonsured one), implying great religious 
significance to the area.

There are other place names where this word 
suidhe has been used, and we usually find it in 
an altered form: eg Seemirookie (Suidh Maoil 
Roch): St. Roque, Dundee. 

I believe the map showed a settlement similar 
to a cille, or monk’s cell. 

In Glasgow there was an area known a 
“Symmerhill,” now known, since 1800, as 
Garnethill. The significance of Symmerhill is 
that the 24th of June was known locally in the 
16th century as Symmerhill Day, and of course 
June 24th is the festival of St. John the Baptist.

 In  June 1601, the local Council insisted that  
– “the haill inhabitantes, fremen, burgessis, salbe 
in redyness with their armour, on futte, upoun 
Weddinsday morning being the Symmerhill 
Daye, and the provest, baillers, and counsale 
to be on horsbak.’’ – (not exactly ten out of 
ten for English, but it was over 400 years ago, 
remember.)
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You will see from the pictures that the 
well today is given scant attention by anyone, 
lying as it does neglected at the edge of a field. 
When you care to give it a closer inspection by 
sticking your head into the square hole in the 
front however, you become surprised by the 
excellent and obviously intended long-term 
durability of the stonework and finely-chiselled 
masonry. I haven’t been able to find out from 
anyone or from any records the provenance 
of this superior stonework, but I believe that 
it is possibly the last actual standing piece of 
masonry that was built by the same men who 
built the Abbey of Scone.

I wonder if it is 
possible that this 
spring, situated 
as it is just across 
from the field 
dignified in the 
past by association 
with either Mary 
or mathair or maol 
and its designation 
as a suidhe, was 
at one time a holy 
well and visited by 
pilgrims on their 
way to either Scone 
Abbey or the now 
ruined little 12th-
century chapel that 
lies just a mile or 
so away, known as 
Ecclesiamagirdle (chapel of my dear Grendle), 
a dependency of Lindores Abbey. 

The woodland that lies in the field just above 
the spring is known as ‘Paradise Wood’: proof 
again that the area was regarded at one time as 
being of special holy significance.

The water from this spring was noted for 
its quality and it was the fountainhead for 
Pitkeathly Spa that was popular and famous for 
a very long time. This ancient spring may be 
an important part of our heritage that is being 

allowed to crumble away, and that I think would 
be a great pity.

One small additional note: A friend of mine 
walked around the spring this year with a metal 
detector. He had permission from the local 
farmer, of course. My friend found twenty lead 
musket balls and he mused on the possibility 
that the well was used hundreds of years ago as 
a resting place by either soldiers or hunters, and 
that the balls had been accidentally left by one 
of those early visitors.

See what I mean when I wrote “you can 
almost trip over it without even knowing it’s 
there”?

Roof of well

Bottom of well
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by Liam O Shea
Ireland

Here is Obie at two sacred places – (top photo) standing 
stones in Gleninchaquinn, County Kerry, and (bottom photo) 
standing stones in Ardgroom, West County Cork.  We spent the 
weekend touring around this area. It is one of my favourite 
places, as I spent a lot of my childhood exploring the 
surrounding hills and forests, and fishing the lakes. Both of 
these places are on working farmland, so please be respectful  
and keep your K-9 partners under control. 
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It’s not hard to see just 
how special trees were to the 
Celtic people. For one thing, 
an entire Gaelic alphabet is 
based on tree names, or in 
some case, plants.

Scottish Gaelic has 18 
letters. Here are the letters and 
their Gaelic names followed 
by their corresponding tree 
or plant – 

A ailm, elm 
B beith, white birch
C coll, hazel 
D dair, oak 
E eadha, aspen 
F feàrn, alder
G gort, ivy
H uath, hawthorn
I iogh, yew 
L luis, rowan 
M muin, vine 
N nuin, ash
O onn furze (a flowering plant), 
and oir, spindle  (also a flowering plant) 
P peith, downy birch 
R ruis, elder 
S suil, willow 
T teine, also furze 
U ura, heather

As you can see, 13 out of 18 letters are 
represented by trees. Of course it doesn’t end 
there. The Druids are well-known for their 
adoration of the oak tree and for holding 
ceremonies in oak tree groves. It has been said 
they believed that the interior of the oak was the 
abode of the dead. 

They believed trees to generally be sources 
of sacred wisdom, and the hazel, in particular, 
was associated with wisdom by the Druids. 
They also worshipped the yew tree, which was 
a symbol of immortality. 

The ancient historian, Pliny, wrote that 
according to the Celts, a tree scarred by lightning 
was identified as a tree of life.

Even the names of some of the early Celtic 
tribes of Gaul reflected the veneration of trees, 
such as the Euburones (the yew tribe) and the 
Lemovices (the people of the elm). 

Trees also served as the abode of the fairies, 
especially the magical trio of oak, ash, and 
thorn.

An obscure medieval Welsh poem, Cad 
Goddeu (The Battle of the Trees), has been 
interpreted as a remnant of Druidic lore, possibly 
relating to another Celtic tree alphabet – ogham 
– found in most ancient Celtic countries and 
now being studied in great detail, in Ireland.  

by Jim McQuiston
USACelts The Original Tree Huggers
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Even the word “Druid” is said to come from 
the Gaelic dru, meaning oak. 

The meeting place in a grove of oak trees 
goes back much further than Scotland, Ireland 
or Wales. The ancient writer, Strabo, from the 
1st century A.D., tells us that the Galatians also 
met in sacred oak groves.

The list of oak-related legends is a long one:
• Britons, while under Roman occupation, 

worshipped Daron, a goddess of the oak tree, 
whose name is commemorated in a rivulet in 
Gwynedd;

• St Brigid’s monastic foundation was at Cill 
Dara, “church of the oak,” i.e. Kildare;

• St Colum Cille chose Doire Calgaich, 
“Calgach’s oak grove,” i.e. Derry;

• In Welsh tradition, Gwydion and Math 
use the flower of oak to fashion the beautiful 
Blodeuwedd.

• The Arthurian figure, Merlin, is imprisoned 
in an oak tree in the Breton forest of Brocéliande 
by the Lady of the Lake;

• Finally, together with the ash and thorn, the 
oak is part of a magical trilogy in fairy lore.

For countries like Ireland and Scotland, 
where trees are at a premium, it would be easy 
to guess that this is why they were so highly 
prized. However, these countries were not 
always shy of trees.

Wood was an important part of the early 
history of all island communities. It served 
to warm the house built from it. It was used 
for building ships, fortifications and early 
machinery.

It was so important that some Vikings came 
to the British Isles just to get more of it. Others 
burnt vast acreages of forest to stifle the strength 
of their Celtic enemies.

The misuse of trees has been a deciding factor 
in the downfall of other island communities – 
Easter Island coming to mind as an example.

The earth, in general, seems to be setting its 
own example, with the rain forests disappearing 

at alarming rates. Go back 10,000 years ago, 
and even the Sahara desert was once thought to 
have substantial grasslands and trees. 

What were once lush forests spread across 
Ireland and the UK, have now, at least in many 
places, been replaced by stony hillsides and 
mountains where only enough grass grows to 
feed the sheep.

The good news is that groups and individuals 
are doing what they can to turn this around. 
For instance, Reforesting Scotland is a group 
dedicated to this purpose. You can read more 
about them at:

http://www.reforestingscotland.org/
In 2007, the Irish National Forest Inventory 

estimated that forests covered more than 650,000 
hectares (10 percent of land cover) in Ireland; 
this is well below the average of other European 
Union countries (35 percent of land cover).

The viability of Irish native and non-native 
tree species has received extensive examination 
in recent years, with much of the work funded 
by the Council for Forest Research and 
Development (COFORD). You can read more 
about them at: 

www.coford.ie
As the Chinese proverb says, “The best time 

to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second 
best time is now.” 

The forest industry in Ireland has certainly 
followed this advice in recent years, and it 
seems that the future for Ireland is going to get 
greener.

The Wild Again Reforestation Trust was 
established as an authorized charity in England 
and Wales in 2007.  See more at: 

http://www.wild-again.org/UKsite/About-
Us-UK.html#sthash.PvFsNHS0.dpuf

The primary purpose of Wild Again is to buy 
environmentally-sensitive land and re-establish 
forests on that land with indigenous plant 
species. 

With all this going on, it appears the Celtic 
view of trees as being sacred is alive and well!
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  The photograph above shows the Madonna 
and Child decorating the wall behind the altar 
of the ornate Orkney Chapel, which was built 
by Italian prisoners of war (POWs) during the 
Second World War.

This has always been such a moving story to 
me. I honestly have never read about such love 
and devotion poured into building a chapel in a 
country that none of the builders came from. It 
truly was a labour of love.

Some of the prisoners even came back to 
Orkney after the war to help restore it – not 
once, but twice.

It all started in 1942 when Italian POWs 
were captured in North Africa and brought to 
Orkney, where they were put into three camps. 
Some were based at Camp 60 in Lamb Holm, 
and others at two different camps in Burray. 
These prisoners stayed until early 1945. 

Lamb Holm is classified by the National 
Records of Scotland as an uninhabited island, 
which has “no usual” residents as of the last 
census taken in 2011.

On October 14th, 1939, during WWII, the 
German U-Boat, U-47, had entered Scapa Flow 
through Kirk Sound between Lamb Holm and 
the Orkney mainland, launching a surprise 
torpedo attack on the unsuspecting Royal Navy 
Battleship, HMS Royal Oak, which was sunk 
with the loss of 833 crew members. 

In response to this attack, First Lord of 
the Admiralty, Winston Churchill, ordered 
the construction of several barriers to prevent 
any further attacks. The project was called 
the Churchill Barriers – four causeways built 
to block Scapa Flow. The stone quarry that 
supplied materials for the causeways has now 
been flooded and is a fish farm.

by Alison Macrae
CanadaOrkney Chapel
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An interesting fact about the Churchill 
Barriers is that they were not officially opened 
until May 12, 1945, four days after the end of 
World War II.

Building these required a very large labour 
force and much of that labour was provided by 
over 1,500 Italian POWs who had been captured 
in the desert war in North Africa. 

It should be noted that POW labour 
for the war effort is prohibited under the 
Geneva Convention. The work was justified 
as improvement to communications to the 
Southern Orkney Islands. Part of the work force 
were POWs from Camp 60 on Little Holm and 
it was these POWs who also built the ornate 
Orkney Chapel.

Italy is, or course, a Catholic country, and 
these prisoners did not have a place of worship 

to attend services on a Sunday. The Base 
Commander of Camp 60, Major Thomas P. 
Buckland, and the camp priest, Father Giocchino, 
agreed that a place of worship was needed. The 
only stipulation was that the prisoners could not 
work on the chapel until they had finished their 
work for the day on the Churchill Barriers.

Thus began the construction of a chapel built 
with love and devotion. Nobody could have 
foreseen that it would be one of the biggest 
tourist attractions for the Island of Orkney, or 
one of the best-known and moving symbols of 
reconciliation in the British Isles.

The prisoners took two of the small huts 
which housed them, known as Nissan huts, and 
joined them end-to-end to make the chapel. 
Then concrete was used to bind them together. 
(The concrete that was used to build this chapel 
was left over from building the Churchill 
Barriers). The corrugated interior was covered 
with plasterboard. 

Included on this team was Domenico 
Chiocchetti, an artist; Bruttapasta, a cement 
worker; Primavera, an electrician; and Palumbo, 
a blacksmith. 

ABOVE: The outside front of the Orkney Chapel.
BELOW: The Churchill Barriers causeways.

Dove painted on chapel ceiling.
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As shown above, Palumbo worked for 
months on a wrought iron screen of unusual 
intricacy and beauty. 

The prisoners were very inventive. The light 
holders were made out of corned beef tin cans. 
The baptismal font was made out of an old car 
exhaust covered in a layer of concrete. The 
altar and altar rail were also constructed using 
concrete. A tabernacle was made out of timber 
salvaged from a wreck, which also provided 
two candelabras. 

Fellow prisoners gave up cigarette money 
from their welfare fund when they saw how 
beautiful this chapel was becoming, to be sent 
to a firm in Exeter, England, for two heavy gold 
curtains to hang on either side of the sanctuary. 

The POWs had limited supplies but great 
imagination and wonderful talent to draw on, 
making use of everything that they could.

The sanctuary vault was done with symbols 
painted by Domenico Chiocchetti of the four 
evangelists and, lower down on either side, two 

seraphim. In the centre of the vault hovered 
a white dove, symbol of the Holy Spirit. The 
masterpiece was the painting of the Madonna 
and Child behind the altar. A lot of Chiocchetti’s 
inspiration came from a prayer card that his 
mother had given to him when he left Italy to 
serve his country in the war.

In 1945, at the end of the war, as Camp 60 
was disbanded and the prisoners sent home, 
Chiocchetti would not leave the island until 
he finished his work on the chapel, which took 
weeks to complete.

By 1958, its fame had grown though the 
chapel was deteriorating. A special preservation 
committee was formed and the Orcadians traced 
Chiocchetti to his homeland of Moena, Italy. 
In March 1960, he was brought back to Lamb 
Holm for three weeks to help restore the chapel, 
courtesy of the BBC (British Broadcasting 
Corporation).

Chiocchetti returned again with his wife in 
1964, bringing, as a personal gift to the chapel, 
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14 stations of the Cross, hand carved in Cirmo 
wood. The mayor and community of Moena 
also gifted the chapel with a standing crucifix 
and altar cruets made of Venetian glass. 

Upon his departure, Chiocchetti wrote a letter 
to the people of Orkney in which he said –

“This chapel is yours – for you to love and 
preserve. I take with me 
to Italy the remembrance 
of your kindness and 
wonderful hospitality. I 
thank the authorities of 
Kirkwall, the courteous 
preservation committee 
and all those who 
directly or indirectly 
have collaborated for 
the success of this work, 
and for having given 
me the joy of seeing 
again the little chapel of Lambholm when I, in 
leaving, leave a part of my heart.”

    – Domenico Chiocchetti, 11 April 1960.

Today the tabernacle is still used as a chapel 
and is open in the summer months. Admission 

is free, though donations are welcomed. 
The Orkney Chapel is a popular tourist 

attraction, receiving over 100,000 visitors every 
year – this little chapel, made out of Nissan huts, 
that nobody could ever imagine would survive 
this long.

(All photographs credited to Fiona Smith, 
Burray, Orkney.) 

ABOVE: More of the artwork of Domenico 
Chiocchetti, found on the ceiling of the 
beautifully ornate Orkney Chapel. 

BELOW: A wider view of the Churchill Barriers 
– four causeways meant to keep German 
U-boats out of Scottish waters.
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Carolyn:  Hello, Mason! Thank you for 
taking the time to speak with us. Can you give 
us some information about your background 
and what you do?

Mason: I call myself a supernatural historian. 
While the term “historian” is a high title to be 
applied to someone of my qualifications, I take it 
with a qualifier; “supernatural historian” accurately 
describes what I do. I don’t talk to ghosts. I don’t 
try to take their pictures. I don’t imply to people 
that I can summon them on demand. I chronicle 
and try to interpret the paranormal/supernatural 
traditions in my region of upstate New York. 
My background is in literature, with a BA from 
Denison University (English and Classics) and an 
MA from Boston College in English Lit. I write 
books (11 by fall 2014, none self-published), I 
give a lot of talks, and I run a “haunted tourism” 
outfit called Haunted History Ghost Walks, Inc.

Carolyn: You mentioned in your book, 
A Ghosthunter’s Journal: Tales of the 
Supernatural and Strange in Upstate New York 
that one of your earliest interests in the area 
of myth and legend was Celtic mythology. 

What was it about Celtic myth that drew you 
in?

Mason: I was completely drawn into Celtica 
by my interest in the poetry of W. B. Yeats and 
the related impressions I got of the late Victorian 
“Celtic Twilight” literary movement. 

I wasn’t impressed much by poetry as a kid, 
but as a high schooler, I came across one of Yeats’ 
poems in an anthology–it was “News for the 
Delphic Oracle.” On reflection, that seems an odd 
choice for the one Yeats poem the editors could fit 
in (seems like they didn’t really get Yeats); but I 
will never forget my first look at it; the page just 
lit up like there was some computer effect at work 
upon the letters. There was so much dynamism in 
the names and allusions; it was like some of the 
words were on fire. From then on I was hooked on 
Yeats, and he was my Bible for years. 

A lot of young writers get “crushes” on literary 
elders who serve as their models. That interest 
in Yeats drew me in other directions. Some of 
them, of course, were literary. I studied the poets 
who had influenced Yeats, and ended up getting 
hooked on some of them, too, particularly the 
British Romantics. 

Mason Winfield
A Celtic Guide Interview

by Carolyn Emerick
USA



But Yeats’ allusions to the figures of Irish Celtic 
myth and tradition – figures out of The Tain and 
the Book of Invasions – absolutely haunted me, 
and I had to be able to follow him. I took a tangent 
into the roots of his references. 

Even though the “Celtic Twilight” was just a 
phase for Yeats, generally regarded as the first third 
of his career, Celtic tradition, including that of the 
Welsh and Scottish, became a private passion of 
mine. Included in that as well were other aspects 
of Celtic culture like music and history. 

I had an intuitive response to Druidism from 
the moment I gained an impression of what it may 
have been. Plus, at the age I was when I got hooked 
on Celtica, I was intoxicated by the dreamy, 
mystical qualities so many of us associate with the 
Celtic Twilight. (Pre-Raphaelite painting is a good 
visual image.) I was very much a refugee from 
the world of the machine, from urbanism and the 
left brain. If I could have entered that Otherworld 
whole at that age, I would have. I thirsted for that 
world and those impressions like an addict does 
the substance. 

Carolyn: How did your interest in Celtic 
myth lead to your current work, such as your 
writing on local folklore?

Mason: I wouldn’t say there was a direct 
connection. When I encounter supernatural 
reports, typically among the Western New York 
Irish and Scottish, that have Celtic features I 
usually spot it. But at least when I commenced 
my surveys of upstate New York’s supernatural 
folklore (including that of the Native Americans), 
I had a backdrop, a frame of reference. Because of 
my grounding in Celtic lore and legend (as well as 
Classical and Scandinavian), I had a comparative 
way to process what I encountered, as well as to 
write about it. From my acquaintance with the 
folktales of Yeats, as well as those of Crofton 
Croker, Standish O’Grady, Lady Gregory, Sir 
Walter Scott, and other great folklore-recorders, 
I was familiar with what a good storyteller can 
do for his home region. I hope someday to give 
a sense of enchantment to upstate New York the 
way Yeats gave one to Sligo.

Carolyn: Much of your writing explores the 
folklore of the Iroquois people. What drew you 
to this subject?

I meet a lot of people who say they have always 
felt a connection to the Native Americans, like they 
had to have been Native American in a past life. I 
never felt that way, and in fact, I underestimated 
Native American character and tradition in 
college and graduate school. Sorry. My interests 
were with the traditions of my own ancestors, the 
Celts, Britons, Saxons, and Scandinavians. If I 
encountered something new that didn’t look much 
what I had become accustomed to, I couldn’t see 
what was uniquely good in it. I do not say this of my 
younger self with great approval, you understand. 
I try to cut through the blinders better today.

My first serious exposure to Iroquois/
Hodenosaunee material was during the interviews 
I did for my first survey of Western New York’s 
supernatural-paranormal heritage, Shadows of the 
Western Door (1997, Western New York Wares). 

Early in that process, I realized that I was 
encountering a separate category of accounts and 
tales. I saw that there was a “live wire” tradition 
that was astonishingly fresh and different from 
what I encountered with members of mainstream 
American culture, and that it was distinctly 
Iroquoian. 

In an intellectual sense, it was like hearing a 
new musical form, or tasting a fruit from another 
part of the world, say, a persimmon or papaya, for 
the first time in your life. 

When I realized there was something wondrous 
about the Iroquois national character and saw its 
power and beauty reflected in its legend (including 
contemporary material), I became a great and 
sincere admirer. You don’t look at the New York 
landscape the same way after an exposure to 
Iroquoian tradition, that’s for sure. We have a real 
treasure around here, if we can only figure out a 
way to wake people up to it. This society has a lot 
to teach the rest of us.

Carolyn: What are some similarities between 
Iroquois and Celtic mythology that you have 
noticed?
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Mason: You expect general similarities in 
the supernaturalism of preindustrial societies 
worldwide: traditions of landscape supernaturalism, 
reverence for the ancestors and the cycles of 
nature, respect for the human dead, faith in what 
we’d call “magic,” a dread of witches, a faith in 
animal-wisdom, totemism, and other basics. 

The Iroquois medicine people are virtual 
Druids, and both of them, evolutions of the Ice Age 
shaman. That might account for the prevalence of 
shapeshifting in the legends of both cultures.

The most dramatic folkloric correspondence 
between Celt and Iroquois would have to concern 
traditions of the Little People, these mysterious, 
diminutive, supernatural humans who hold a very 
strong place in both cultures. 

When you compare the Iroquois Djogao 
(variously spelled) to the diminutive “Trooping 
Fairies” of the Gaels, the basic similarities are 
remarkable. I don’t speculate that there could 
have been undocumented and pre-Columbian 
cultural contact between Iroquois and Celt, 
though it was certainly possible. (You don’t need 
European contact to account for Native American 
originality.) 

It almost seems like the development of Little 
People traditions could be something fundamental 
to the human mind in some stages and conditions 
of climate, technology, and society. (Or else they’re 
really there, and more people back then could see 
them.)

There are also some major contrasts with “the 
Fairies.” As we know, not all of the Celtic fair-
folk are little. I don’t see anything at all among 
the Iroquois like the Sidhe, the majestic Tuatha Dé 
Danann. As with the Classical cultures and ancient 
India (the devas), there is certainly a pantheon of 
supernatural beings in Iroquois storytelling, but 
I think it would be really forcing things to try to 
assert that any of them correspond to the Tuatha. 

The Celts have nothing that I am aware of 
anything like the traditions of these Medicine 
Masks, the Iroquois/Hodenosaunee national 
healers’ cult often called the False Face society. 
Actually no one in the world does, at least 

as I understand it. When you start to get an 
understanding of the depth of this magnificent 
tradition–and how much must lie beneath the 
surface yet to be exposed to the outer world–you 
come to think that this may be the most unique 
feature of Iroquois/Hodenosaunee tradition. 
Maskers and healers can be found everywhere, 
but none like this.

We should also remember that there are vital 
differences in the recording of the lore/myth 
between the two cultures, the Celtic and any 
Native American one. The assimilation of Celtic 
traditions into the major culture of their supplanters, 
generally Christianized English-speakers (though 
the Romans had a little something to say in the 
day), had over 2000 years to develop. Compared 
to that, the Iroquois were brought into contact with 
Europeans with the cultural grace of a train wreck. 
The clash of customs, artifacts, and ideas could 
hardly have been more dramatic. 

Some of the most avid collectors and 
interpreters, too, of Celtic lore and legend have 
been people of that ancestry, living in the territory 
where the tradition developed and survived to some 
extent in oral culture. For them, preserving and 
understanding Celtic tradition was rediscovering 
their ancestors. With the Iroquois . . . not so fast. 
Most of their interpreters have been of a different 
society – white. 

The Iroquois have been pretty closed with their 
traditions since the acknowledged Golden Age of 
Iroquois folklore collecting (1880-1925), the days 
of William Beauchamp, Arthur Parker, Harriett 
Maxwell Converse, Colden Cadwallader, Hope 
Emily Allen, and others. There is a lot that they 
are still private about.

I would have to add that traditions about the 
spiritual/supernatural power of landscape are quite 
similar in tone between the Celtic cultures and the 
Iroquois. 

That, too, may be due to a shared mindset or 
understanding that’s common to preindustrial 
people. Some spots in the earth have more impact 
upon human consciousness than others. It’s a 
simple truth. 
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Carolyn: What are your thoughts on 
the connection between mythology and 
spirituality?

Mason: Hmm. Certainly an abstract question. 
We need to find a lowest-common-denominator 
reply. Let’s put it like this: The supernaturalism 
of the majority culture tends to be called 
“spirituality” or “religion.” The supernaturalism 
of the minority culture tends to be called “magic” 
or “mythology.” 

The repressed culture is considered counter-
culture or underground; it has what’s called 
black magic and reputations for occultism. The 
culture that runs the show has “light magic” that’s 
considered holy and pro-society. It’s all a matter of 
viewpoint. But it’s always been this way. You can 
see negative traditions attributed to the Gypsies, 
the various minority-cultures in classical Rome, 
and the Native Americans here in the post-Contact 
US. There’s always distrust of the out-group. The 
Celts were always stereotyped as the wizards 
and visionaries in Europe, you understand. The 
Romans considered them all to be mystical, 
possessors of “the Second Sight.” They were the 
Native Americans of Europe.

To answer the above question as directly 
as I can, in case that didn’t cut it: Mythology is 
collective storytelling that tends to pertain to or 
summarize the cultural character of a society. 
It’s a conceptual inheritance of a culture and a 
sort of common language of metaphor. The tales 
themselves have gone through generations of 
processing, hence their elements are in a sense 
perfected. They wouldn’t last as stories or parables 
if they didn’t express something satisfying to the 
human psyche in general. They wouldn’t last 
within that society unless they held something of 
its nature and character. So spirituality is embodied 
and included in the mythology, but the two are not 
the same thing, and mythology ranges far afield 
from just religious/spiritual themes. 

CG: In your opinion, how can we benefit 
from learning about mythology?

Mason: To me, mythology is the purest, 
undiluted play of significant actions and images 

that we will ever be presented. It isn’t just the 
work of a single artist; every mythic tale has been 
processed through generations of storytellers. 
I may be more of a Jungian than anything else 
here, but I can’t see it any other way. Mythology 
“explains” natural cycles, culture clashes, and 
human personality development. Mythology is also 
a mental landscape, a shared imaginary world and 
dialogue. I feel sorry for someone who has never 
been exposed to mythology in its authenticity.

Carolyn: Which of your titles would you 
recommend for our readers who are interested 
in myth and legend?

I’ve never considered myself enough of a 
specialist to tackle “myth and legend” as a topic. 
For a white guy, I am pretty well grounded in 
the general aspects of the supernaturalism of the 
Iroquois/Hodenosaunee, so I would recommend 
Iroquois Supernatural (2010, Bear & Co./Inner 
Traditions International) to anyone interested in 
the subject from that perspective.

However, if you are willing to include 
paranormal tradition and report, including 
contemporary material, into your definition of 
“myth and legend,” I don’t know of anyone else 
who’s surveyed the matter for my native region, 
Western New York. I would start with the book 
that started it all for me, Shadows of the Western 
Door (1997, Western New York Wares) and follow 
up with Spirits of the Great Hill (2001, Western 
New York Wares). From there someone can range 
out into any of the other titles. 

Carolyn: According to both Celtic and 
Native American cultures, the words that we 
speak possess powerful magic. So, I leave you 
with a blessing: May you enjoy continued 
success as your work brings myth and legend 
into people’s lives. Thank you for sharing your 
thoughts and experiences with us.

For more information about Mason’s work see 
www.masonwinfield.com 
      and 
www.hauntedhistoryghostwalks.com
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Water has always held a sacred place in my life 
and in those of our ancestors. It was a mysterious 
force to the Celts. Rivers were borders between 
this world and the Otherworlds. The mythical 
islands inhabited by the Fae and the Tuatha Dé 
Danann were believed to be hidden under the 
sea or under lakes. Offerings to the gods were 
thrown into rivers and holy wells to ensure their 
entrance into the Otherworlds. Water from holy 
wells sprang forth from deep within the earth, 
connecting the Celts to the Underworld and the 
realm of the ancestors.

The shoreline also represents a magical 
boundary, constantly shifting like the tide, 
between this world and the other. For the Druids 
and Celts, the sea is one of the ways of approach 
to the Otherworld.

“Mine are the waters of the womb, tears shed 
in joy and sadness, the healing waters that wash 
away the old and bring new beginnings. I am 
the mother of the world, my essence flows in the 
waters of all rivers, in the ebb and flow of the 
sea. Many are my names. I am Danu, the River 
Mother, the Great Mother of Gods and Men, the 
Divine Waters of Heaven that birthed life out of 
darkness.”  – Stephanie Woodfield

In the Celtic “Green World” there are guides 
that reveal passageways to the Otherworld. 
This world consists of the higher planes 
encompassing the mental and spiritual. The 
physical body resides in the physical plane. In 
the Celtic view, everything is encompassed in 
the physical, mental, and spiritual. This includes 
animals, plants, rocks, trees – everything.

Waterfalls are sacred places 
that hold access to the Otherworld. 
Over a period of time, a waterfall 
will erode its base until a cave 
is formed. These caves allow 
one to enter the Otherworld – 
many seeking answers, others to 
enhance their magical powers, yet 
others just to thrill at the journey 
into the unknown.

Certain animals serve as guides 
and liaisons between the physical 
world and the Otherworld. 

by Allen Hartley
USA
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The blackbird, known by the Gaelic name   
Druid Dhubh (Druid-doo) or “black druid” is 
one of the guides to the Otherworld.

The blackbird sings at twilight and later. 
Twilight and predawn are considered the time of 
transition from one reality to the next. The veil 
between the worlds is the thinnest, allowing entry 
into the Otherworld. It is a time of mental and 
spiritual awakening, a time to journey without 
our physical bodies to seek enlightenment and 
other gifts our ancestors and others that inhabit 
that world are willing to bestow upon us.

Pools and wells were also important to our 
Celtic ancestors. There is a deep place far from 
any road or path, absent on any map and hidden 
from mortal eyes, which reaches down into the 
very beginnings of time. 

Flowing upward from that vast depth come 
all the waters of the world. Trickling between 
the roots of the great hazelnut trees, which stand 
in a solemn circle at the well’s edge, the waters 
come together and give birth to the many rivers 
of Ireland and eventually, the sea.

Long ago, a single salmon made the long 
journey inland from the sea and found itself 
swimming alone in that great dark pool. Hungry 
from its exertions and finding nothing else to 
eat, the salmon consumed nine hazelnuts which 

had dropped one by one from each of the trees 
surrounding the well. Taking nourishment as 
they do, from the undiluted waters, which spring 
from the center of existence, these trees bear 
fruit of amazing potency. In this way a simple 
fish was imbued with both immortality and the 
knowledge of all things.

Years passed and the legend of the Salmon 
of Knowledge spread to the mortal men who 
came and settled in Ireland. Many sought to 
catch the magical fish, knowing that to taste its 
flesh would convey unto them the knowledge of 
all things. One of these men, a great Druid and 
poet, learned that a large salmon, pale almost to 
white with age, had been seen swimming in a 
pool of water at the edge of the river Boyne.

For six years he lived at the edge of that pool, 
waiting with his nets for the moment when he 
would catch a glimpse of his prize. Finally the 
time came for him to cast his net over the water. 
The salmon was his at last!

Wading back to the shore, he handed the fish 
to his student, a loyal and trustworthy young lad, 
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with instructions on how it 
should be prepared.

While the old man made 
himself ready for the long 
overdue feast, the fish was 
skewered and suspended 
over a fire. 

While turning the fish 
on its spit, a drop of hot oil 
ran down the skewer and 
seared the lad’s thumb. 
Burned and in pain, the 
young man naturally 
sucked his thumb. Through 
no fault of his own, he had 
disobeyed his master and 
tasted the cooking fish.

Returning to his camp, 
the Druid could smell the 
savory aroma of cooking 
fish. Pausing for a moment 
to look into the eyes of 
his pupil, he saw there an 
intelligence he had never 
before known. With a 
sigh, he offered the fish to 
his student. The Salmon 
of Knowledge had eluded 
him yet again.

Water features can help 
us balance our physical, 
mental, and spiritual 
aspects. It can be the 
rushing of a great river or 
the quiet, lazy flow of a 
stream beneath the trees. 

With a large percentage 
of our physical bodies 
composed of water, it is 
not hard to understand our 
physical attraction to it. 

Water speaks to our 
souls and invites us to 
explore the other aspects 
of our lives.
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DHE, beannaich an taigh,
Bho steidh gu staidh,
Bho chrann gu fraigh,
Bho cheann gu saidh,
Bho dhronn gu traigh,
Bho sgonn gu sgaith,
Eadar bhonn agus bhraighe,
     Bhonn agus bhraighe.   

GOD bless the house,
From site to stay,
From beam to wall,
From end to end,
From ridge to basement,
From balk to roof-tree,
From found to summit,
     Found and summit.
—Carmina Gadelica (Volume 1)
There are many places in Scotland that 

people acknowledge as sacred. Whether we 
consider the bonny churches and cathedrals, the 
mysterious standing stones, the tragedy of the 
battlefields, the solace of the monasteries, the 
magical Scottish Highlands, or Scotland itself 
among the category of “sacred” is personal 
opinion.    

For centuries, men have sought answers to 
the universe, spirituality, and self-awareness. 
Some men have even dedicated their life to such 
pursuits as religion and simple ways of living 
by becoming monks. 

Purposefully withdrawing from the world 
for religious reasons, monks live by particular 
rules by taking vows of poverty, chastity and 
obedience. The method for becoming a man of 
the order is intentionally slow and thoughtful, 
because the vows taken are considered to be a 

lifelong commitment to God. The men renounce 
any ownership of land and assets, except for 
the basic necessities of life such as religious 
clothing, shoes, food, etc. Whatever the men 
might have, they share with the poor. Within 
Roman Catholicism, a monk is a member of 
a religious order who lives out his life in a 
monastery, priory or abbey. 

One of those places of the past was Dryburgh 
Abbey, which is located on the serene banks of the 
Tweed River in the Scottish Borders. The abbey 
was established in 1150 by Hugh de Moreville 
(1115-1162), Lord of Lauderdale and Constable 
of Scotland, and by Premonstratensians, also 
known as White Canons (named from the color 
of their habit.)  

Hugh de Moreville’s family came from 
Normandy some 80 years earlier. He befriended 
King David I of Scotland, eventually becoming 
Constable of Scotland. The monks who settled 

Dryburgh Abbey by Victoria Roberts
USA

Dryburgh Abbey: “The Scott Country” 
(Geddie and Haslehust, 1920)
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All photos by Sandiephotos.com

at Dryburgh were Premonstratensians and hailed 
from northern France. Although the abbey was 
established in 1150, work on the stone structure 
continued for most of the following century.    

Dryburgh was the premier house of the 
Premonstratensian Order, but the abbey never 
compared to the wealth and influence of 
neighboring Melrose Abbey. Even though Hugh 
de Moreville was a wealthy noble, Dryburgh 
was not considered in the same league as its 
counterpart.      

An abbey was a place for solace, but 
everything was not always peaceful and serene 
at Dryburgh. Due to the abbey’s 
location, it often found itself caught 
up in the wars between England and 
Scotland. In 1322, the abbey was 
burned by English troops. Upon 
hearing the bells of Dryburgh Abbey, 
the English believed the chimes 
were meant to celebrate the defeat 
and retreat of Edward II’s army. 
Nevertheless, the abbey was rebuilt, 
but the completed structure of the 
1400s only saw about one more 
century of active use. 

By the mid-1500s, approximately 
700 English troops returned, 
destroying the town of Dryburgh 
and the abbey. The remaining monks 

were allowed to live out their days at the abbey, 
but all had died by 1600. In addition, the line 
and name of de Moreville disappeared and has 
been lost in Scotland since the 18th century. 

Today, people can still visit the remains of 
Dryburgh Abbey and get a closer peek at life 
as a medieval monk. Those seeking their own 
atmosphere of peace and tranquility can enjoy 
the view of the 13th century chapter house. The 
area is rich in history, and for those who resided 
at the abbey in centuries past, Dryburgh Abbey 
will always be considered as a sacred site in the 
Scottish borders. 

The River Tweed, with Neidpath Castle in the background. 
This photo is by Cameron Morrison of Scotland.
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Stone of Destiny
by Jim McQuiston

USA

I have stood in front of this sacred stone, 
encased in glass at Edinburgh Castle, on three 
separate occasions. To me it represents that 
incredible feeling one gets after having read 
about some object (or place or person) for years, 
and then finding yourself standing right in front 
of it, within arm’s reach except for its protective 
environment, which it shares with the crown 
jewels of Scotland.

Legend has it that the Stone of Destiny is a 
relic from the Holy Land and once belonged to 
the biblical Jacob. From an early date, the kings 
and queens of Scotland were crowned over it, 
until that became the fashion in England. Before 
that, it was said to be part of Irish coronations. 

In 1296, King Edward I of England stole the 
stone and installed it at Westminster Abbey. 

It remained there until it was kidnapped 
by Scottish nationalist students in 1951. They 
managed to hide the stone in Scotland for 
four months until it was found and returned to 
Westminster. 

Under much ceremony, the sacred stone 
was transported from there to Edinburgh Castle 

in 1996, amid much celebration. (Photo of 
Westminster coronation chair, with stone, is 
from the Library of Congress Collection.)
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Trees and wells have been places of wonder, 
wishes, offerings, and miracles in Britain and 
Ireland since time immemorial. In many cases 
we can only speculate how long folk customs 
have been occurring. Northern and Central 
Europeans did not leave written records, apart 
from pictograms, sparse runic inscriptions or 
ogham carvings. In addition, early generations 
used materials that erode or decay. The point is 
that just because there is no record, this in no 

way implies something did not occur. But by 
the same token, it cannot very well be argued 
that it did occur unless there is hard evidence. 
This is the conundrum of the historian, but also 
of the folklorist who studies both lore and folk 
practices. 

In some cases we can date a folk practice to 
“at least as far back as” a certain date because 
it was mentioned in an historical document. 
One example of this was explored in my article 
for Celtic Guide’s December 2013 issue, “The 
Hidden History of Christmas Carols.”

In that column I explained that dating the 
origin of Christmas carols is difficult. Many 
historians have claimed a 14th century origin 
because the oldest carols we know of date from 
this time. However, there are Church edicts 
denouncing caroling dating to the 7th century 
A. D. So, although we do not have any examples 
of carols before the 14th century, we know that 
they were being sung due to the fact that they 
were banned by the Church. But, of course, this 
doesn’t give us a hint as to when they actually 
originated. 

by Carolyn Emerick
USA

June 2014

Sacred Wells and 
Wishing Trees

Gill Smith, of Wales, kindly supplied this photo of Brockweir Well. Brockweir is a small village on the eastern 
bank of the River Wye, within the Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire, England. A road bridge links it across the 
river to Monmouthshire, Wales. The name Brockweir dates from about the 7th century; previously it was known 
in Welsh as “Pwll Brochuail,” the pool of Brochuail or Brockmael, a prince of Gwent. A weir is a loosely 
constructed dam meant to slow the water down, or divert it. This well is considered sacred by many. 
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The same is true with many folk customs in 
Europe. Sometimes an historian or folklorist 
may make conjectures about a custom due to 
its similarities to other customs with known 
dates. We also know that some customs held 
significance in the pagan era because the 
Church mimicked them during the conversion 
process. This was no coincidence, but a direct 
order coming straight from the top. In the late 
6th century A.D., Pope Gregory I wrote a letter 
to Abbot Mellitus stating the following:

Tell Augustine that he should by no 
means destroy the temples of the gods but 
rather the idols within those temples. Let 
him, after he has purified them with holy 
water, place altars and relics of the saints 
in them. For, if those temples are well built, 
they should be converted from the worship 
of demons to the service of the true God…

Because we know that places in nature 
were used as places of worship, healing, and 
divination in pre-Christian Europe, and we also 
know that the Church made a concerted effort to 
transition pagan holy places into Christian ones, 
many scholars and folklorists took it as a natural 
assumption that holy wells were formerly pagan 
sacred sites. That assumption has been countered 
by some, however. 

It has been noted that water holds significant 
symbolic meaning within the Christian religion 
independently of any pagan influence. Wells and 
springs were often places of baptism. And the 
Bible is full of references to water in both the Old 
and New Testaments as a symbol of purity and 
a conduit of the Holy Spirit. Professor Ronald 
Hutton points out in his book Pagan Religions 
of the Ancient British Isles that the evidence for 
pre-Christian use of holy wells is scant. But, 
as we have already noted above, that does not 
disprove its occurrence. And, Dr. Hutton has 
often been criticized for being overly eager to 
dismiss evidence.

 

Another shot of the Brockwier Well 
as photographed by Gill Smith.

This photo, provided by Pollyanna Jones, of England, 
shows a “fairy door” located near Marston Green 

in the West Midlands.
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The aim of this column is not to dissect history, 
but rather to present slices of it. So with that 
somewhat lengthy introduction, for this edition 
of “The Archivist’s Corner,” I’d like to present 
holy wells and the folk practice of hanging bits 
of cloth on neighboring trees. To explain this 
practice, I will share sections from old folklore 
journals around the turn of the 19th century. To 
illustrate, I have been given photos from friends 
who have visited holy wells around Britain. It 
is interesting to note that in some of these texts 
written over 100 years ago, the authors marveled 
that these age-old practices were still occurring 
at the time of writing. And, as we can see by the 
photos taken 100 years later, they still are! 

(*note* Ellipses indicate that a portion has 
been skipped between quoted statements.)

From “Pin-Wells and Rag-Bushes” by E. 
Sidney Hartland, published in Folk-lore, Dec. 
1893:

The customs of throwing pins into sacred 
wells and of tying rags to bushes, especially 
to bushes growing about sacred wells, have 
exercised students of folk-lore ever since 
folk-lore came to be studied… During the 

last year or two it has been brought into 
prominence by the enquiries of Professor 
Dr. Rhys in Wales and the Isle of Man; 
and he has discussed it with the Folk-lore 
Society… I take them from Professor Rhys’ 
paper, read before a joint meeting of the 
Cymmrodorion and Folk-lore Societies, 
on the 11th January 1893. He quotes a 
correspondent as saying of Ffynnon Cae 
Moch, about halfway between Coychurch 
and Bridgend in Glamorganshire: “People 
suffering from rheumatism go there. They 
bathe the part affected with water, and 
afterwards tie a piece of rag to the tree 
which overhangs the well. The rag is not 
put in the water at all, but is only put on 
the tree for luck. It is a stunted but very old 
tree, and is simply covered with rags.”

In another case, that of Ffynnon 
Eilian (Elian’s Well), near Abergele in 
Denbighshire, of which Professor Rhys 
was informed by Mrs. Evans, the late wife 
of Canon Silvan Evans, some bushes near 
the well had once been covered with bits 
of rag left by those who frequented it. The 
rags used to be tied to the bushes by means 

Two more photos from Pollyanna show (above) the 
pilgrimage path  to St. Kenelm’s Well, and (at right) a 
Clootie tree, at the village of Clent, in Worcestershire, 
on the land at St. Klenelm’s Church, near the well.
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of wool-not woollen yarn, but wool in its 
natural state. Corks with pins stuck in them 
were floating in the well when Mrs. Evans 
visited it, though the rags had apparently 
disappeared from the bushes. The well in 
question, it is noted, had once been in great 
repute as “a well to which people resorted 
for the kindly purpose of bewitching those 
whom they hated”.

Pin-wells and Rag-bushes are found all 
over the British Isles. The observances, 
however, are not confined to the exact 
form described by Professor Rhys and 
his correspondents. Sir Arthur Mitchell 
mentions a well renowned for the cure of 
insanity on the island of Maelrubha in Loch 
Maree. 

Near the well is an oak tree covered 
with nails, to each of which was formerly 
attached a portion of the clothing of an 
afflicted person who had been brought 
thither; and a few ribbons are said to be 
still flying from one or two of them. Two gilt 
buttons and two buckles are also nailed to 
the tree.

From “Sacred Wells in Wales” by John Rhys 
and T. E. Morris, published in Folk-lore, March 
1893:

When I suggested, some time ago, that 
I did not know that the habit of tying rags 
and bits of clothing to the branches of a 
tree growing near a holy well existed in 
Wales, I was, as I have discovered since, 
talking in an ignorance for which I can now 
find no adequate excuse. For I have since 
then obtained information to the contrary; 
the first item being a communication 
received last June from Mr. J. H. Davies 
of Lincoln College, Oxford, relating to a 
Glamorganshire holy well, situated near 
the pathway leading from Coychurch to 
Bridgend. It is the custom there, he states, 
for people suffering from any malady to 
dip a rag in the water, and to bathe the 
affected part of the body, the rag being then 
placed on a tree close to the well. When Mr. 
Davies passed that way, some three years 
previously, there were, he adds, hundreds 
of such shreds on the tree, some of which 
distinctly presented the appearance of 

Ffynnon Sara healing well, photographed by Gill Smith
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having been placed there very recently… 
It is within twelve or fifteen yards of the 
high road, just where the pathway begins. 
People suffering from rheumatism go there. 
They bathe the part affected with water, 
and afterwards tie a piece of rag to the tree 
which overhangs the well. The rag is not 
put in the water at all, but is only put on 
the tree for luck. It is a stunted, but very old 
tree, and is simply covered with rags.”

From “Water and Well-Worship in Man” by 
A. W. Moore and John F. Terry, published in 
Folk-lore, Sept. 1894:

I have entitled my paper “Water and 
Well-Worship”, as I am persuaded that the 
superstitious use of wells in Man, which 
cannot be said to be quite extinct even 
now, had its origin in the worship of water 
generally, and I think that I can show that 
this has been the case from still existing 
superstitions. Water, like earth and fire, was 
doubtless once worshipped as an animate 
being having powers which it might exercise 
either beneficially or the reverse, and it was 
therefore considered desirable to propitiate 
it by adoration…

Let us now inquire what were the objects 
for which the Manx visited these wells, 
by what ritual they sought to attain these 
objects, and what was the meaning of this 
ritual. The objects were mainly the cure of 
diseases, but also the acquiring of charms 
for protection against witches and fairies, 
and, generally, the securing good luck. The 
usual ritual was to walk round the wells 
one or more times sunways, to drink the 
water, to wet a fragment of their clothing 
with it, and to attach this fragment to any 
tree or bush that happened to be near the 
wells. Then to drop pins, pebbles, beads, or 
buttons into them, and to repeat a prayer 
in which they mentioned their ailments. 
Such was the ritual for the cure of diseases. 
When the wells were visited for the other 

purposes mentioned, the only difference in 
the ritual was that the rags were dispensed 
with. As regards its meaning, it may be 
considered certain that, though the rags 
were occasionally offerings, they were not 
so in all cases, but were “vehicles of the 
diseases which the patients communicate 
to them when they spit the well-water from 
their mouths”. This view is strengthened by 
the fact that it was supposed that anyone 
who was rash enough to take away a rag 
thus deposited would be sure to catch the 
disease communicated to it by the person 
who left it. It was thought that when the rag 
had rotted away the disease would depart. 
In fact, the process of reasoning was the 
same as with regard to many charms… As 
regards the pins, coins, beads, and buttons, 
I believe that they also were formerly 
vehicles of disease, but they are now 
invariably considered to be offerings.

Photos by
Shane Broderick
of a “coin tree”

which can be found
at St. Nectan’s Glen

in Cornwall.
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“Sacred Wells,” a letter to the editor, 
published in Folk-lore, Dec. 1908

Nov. 9th, 1908.
SIR,
In Miss Eva Simpson’s recently published 

book on Lowland folk-lore of Scotland 
there is a reference to the old practice of 
lovers going to a sacred well on the first of 
May and cutting their names or initials in 
the turf near the spring. The particular well 
quoted by Miss Simpson (from Dr. Gregor, 
I think) is that of St. Fittick, near the Bay 
of Nigg, just to the south of Aberdeen. 
It appears that the same custom was 
observed in this parish, when, on the first 
Sunday of May, large contingents of youths 
made their way up the hill of Craigour to 
Redbeard’s Well, where they first drank of 
the waters, particularly “the cream of the 
well” (it is a chalybeate spring), and then 
cut their “letters” on the turf, at least one 
old lady of my acquaintance had her name 
so inscribed 70 years ago. She is now 86. 

I fail to find much reference to this 
peculiar observance in the copies of “Folk-
lore” accessible here. Perhaps, however, 
you may have it fully treated of.

A. MACDONALD.
Crossroad School, Durris, by Aberdeen.

 I hope you enjoyed these snippets from 
old folklorists’ observations. What I found very 
interesting is that in the late 1800s and early 
1900s these writers were amazed to see these 
folk practices still alive. How surprised would 
they be if we could bring them to our own time 
and show them that many of these traditions are 
still alive and well over one hundred years later! 
With so much talk about the loss of tradition, it 
really does this folklore writer’s heart good to 
be able to tell you that some traditions die hard. 
One thing I especially love about Britain and 
Ireland is that they hold their folkways dear to 
their heart. And, that is one reason that their kin 
living abroad hold them so very dear to our own 
hearts. 



No Henceforth Tales this month?
Fear not, Deb and Cass Wright will be back 

next month with a new installment of their most 
popular column. We get many comments and 
“likes” from their work, and are lucky to be part 
of their very, very busy lives.

I first met Cass, via the web, back when I 
published my book Captain Jack: Father of the 
Yukon. Cass is a malemute lover and had been 
to Alaska where he heard first-hand accounts of 
Ol’ Jack. 

With his inimitable New England story-
telling style, Cass entertained me for years until 
the Celtic Guide came along. Deb and Cass 
HAD to be part of it, and they have been an 
important part of it for two years, now.

Cass even volunteered to speak at one of our 
annual clan events a couple years ago. He and 
Deb showed up in full costume and we enjoyed 
their company and his speechifying.

So, while they are busy, I am going to sneak 
in my own clan name story - that of Machree. 
Don’t tell them, and maybe they won’t notice. 
(Hee, hee.)

But you see, there’s a twist, here, for Machree 
is not a name, at least in this case.

“What?,” you say.
I owe my knowledge of this to the Irish 

Cultural Society of Erie County, PA. In their 
recent newsletter they tells us that, while many 
have heard their parents singing the song 
“Mother Machree” only those familiar with 
Irish Gaelic know that the mac-ree part comes 
from the Gaelic mo chroí meaning “my heart”.

Grá mo chroí “is an Irish expression meaning 
“love of my heart”.

So, in the case of Mother Machree, we 
should be understanding it as an expression of 
love meaning “my mother, my heart.”

Holy Mother Machree!! by Jim McQuiston
USA

ABOVE: A 1920s movie poster of John Ford’s 
production of “Mother Machree”.  The name has 
also been used as a book and song title, and is often 
found being used as an expression of surprise.

                   A SNIPPET 
             FROM THE SONG

Sure, I love the dear silver
That shines in your hair,
And the brow all furrowed,
And wrinkled with care.
I kiss the dear fingers,
So toil-worn for me.
God bless you and keep you,
Mother Machree!
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S
 hane

by Shane Broderick
Ireland

Over the past few years 
I have visited a great many 
sacred sites throughout 
both my native country 
of Ireland and also in the 
UK. These have ranged 
from ancient churches and 
cathedrals to holy wells, 
sacred groves, stone circles 
and long barrows/chamber 
tombs. Shown here is the 60 
foot high waterfalls known 
as St. Nectan’s Kieve.
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I am a big fan of the architecture of old 
churches and cathedrals and love photographing 
them, but it is the much older ancient pagan sites 
that I am inexorably drawn to and they will be 
mostly the focus of this article.

Last summer I went on a bit of a personal 
pilgrimage to some of these sites. It was my 
first (of many to come) trips specifically to 
photograph some of the historic places around 
the world. 

It was also the first year that I chose (or 
more correctly, it chose me) paganism as my 
spiritual path, which is why visiting these places 
dedicated to old gods was so important to me. 
Also my love of myth and folklore had a part to 
play in me visiting these ancient and enigmatic 
places.

I will reveal them in the order I visited them 
and will start in Cornwall about midway between 
the towns of Tintagel (the mythical birthplace of 
King Arthur) and Boscastle. Although attributed 
to a saint, this place is a very popular spot with 
neo-pagans. It is not unusual for Christian 
holy places to have been previously venerated 
by pagans. Despite the saint that this place is 
attributed to, it has a name similar to an Irish 
god of the Tuatha Dé Danann – Nectain – who 
was a water deity.

ST. NECTAN’S GLEN AND WATERFALL
It isn’t hard to see why the magic of this 

place draws people from far and wide, but it’s 
secluded location seems to stop it from getting 
congested by scores of people and manages to 
keep its sacred qualities. I was lucky to have the 
place to myself while I was there. I could have 
spent the day but had to rush back to catch the 
last train.

Before arriving at the woods that bring you 
to the waterfall there is a holy well dedicated to 
St. Piran. For those who don’t know, the flag of 
Cornwall is called St. Piran’s flag.

Cornwall has been referred to as the land 
of the saints and a large number of places are 
named after saints. There are also tons of holy 
wells dotting the landscape.

As you walk through the bluebell laden forest 
you pass hundreds of stone stacks or cairns 
that have been either built or added to by the 
pilgrims who travel through here. These stacks 
litter the pathways and are also built up in the 
more shallow areas of the river.

St. Piran’s Well, Trethevy



St. Nectan was the eldest son of a Welsh 
king and was said to have a hermitage near the 
waterfall. The remains of the cell are said to 
be beneath the building that is now the shop/
entryway into the waterfall.

The remains of an old church can also be 
found further up the path. Nectan was said to 
have had a tower at the top of the waterfall 
where he rung a magical silver bell to save ships 
from foundering on the rocks. This bell was 
believed to have been thrown by him into the 
basin (kieve) of the waterfall. Hearing it today 
is said to be a precursor to very bad luck.

There are some accounts of 
ghostly monks and also of spectral 
grey women who are believed to be 
Nectan’s sisters and who are buried 
beneath a large stone slab in the river.
The saint, himself, is said to have 
been buried in an oak coffin, also in 
the basin.

The waterfall is privately owned 
so there is a small fee (money goes 
towards maintaining the 35-acre site). 
Any reservations you might have about 
paying this fee will soon disappear 
when you see the waterfall and all the 
treasures that are to be found there. I 
would recommend that, if you visit, take a pair 
of welling boots, (they are provided on site 
in many sizes). I failed to notice this and got 
absolutely soaked.

More of the stone cairns can be found here 
along with a rag tree (pieces of cloth tied to a 
sacred tree as part of a healing ritual, most often 
found by holy wells) and also a wish tree (coins 
hammered into a fallen tree trunk (both of these 
are explained or at least featured elsewhere in 
this issue by my friend Carolyn).

There are offerings of crystals, photos, 
prayers etc., for sick, dead or dying people and 
also pets. Some of these are placed in quite 
precarious places around this sacred site. Alas, I 
had to leave this place and continue my journey, 
to prepare for the next day visiting Avebury and 
Stonehenge.

AVEBURY HENGE, WEST KENNET 
LONG BARROW AND SILBURY HILL
This day turned out to be full of mishaps and 

we almost didn’t get to see Stonehenge due to an 
idiotic bus driver who put us on a five hour trip 
instead of the 20 minutes it should have taken. 

We had set out early that morning to make 
our way to Avebury. Considering its proximity 
to Stonehenge one would imagine that it would 
be easier to reach by public transport. . . well in 
short, it isn’t!

Upon arrival at the village you enter through 
two megaliths that flank either side of the road.

Not much else of the stones can be seen from 
here, but a quick trip through a field and up onto 
the embankment gives you an idea of the scale 
of the place.

It was 14 times bigger than Stonehenge and 
was comprised of up to 100 surrounding stones 
with two inner circles. 

Enclosing this is a monumental ditch known 
as a henge. It had four causeway entrances, with 
stone avenues leading from two of them. 
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In the nine square miles of the Avebury 
landscape there are around 330 known 
archaeological sites including the sanctuary, 
which was connected to Avebury by one of the 
stone avenues, and Windmill Hill, which was 
the site of a 5,500 year old settlement.

It is the monuments within a square mile o 
this area that I will be talking about: the stone 
circle, West Kennet Long Barrow, and Silbury 
Hill.

The surrounding landscape must have been 
very important in neolithic times and the lack of 
domestic rubbish points to the fact that this was 
a place of worship and ritual. In a similar way to 
Stonehenge, its appearance would have changed 
over time to suit the changing circumstances of 
the people. 

The largest stone was put in place (shown 
above, it is referred to as the cove stone) 
weighing over a hundred tons. It sits very deep 
underground and is one of the only stones to 
remain in its original position since it was 
placed there. It is enclosed by a circle of twenty 
seven stones, and a little further south is another 
twenty nine.

The cove that I mentioned was originally 
three stones that were aligned to the summer 
solstice sunrise. 

The henge is nearly a mile in circumference 
and the ditch was originally nine meters (30ft) 

deep. It is estimated to have taken one and a half 
million man-hours to complete with very basic 
digging tools that consisted of antlers to dig and 
oxen shoulder blades to shovel the loosened 
chalk into wicker baskets. The workers would 
then hoist that up to be deposited to form the 
bank. If you ever have a chance to visit, you 
should sit on the bank, look down on the circle 
and reflect on the backbreaking work and sheer 
determination that was carried out here, all those 
millennia ago. 

The eighteen foot banks must have looked 
amazing before the grass caught hold – the 
white chalk against the green landscape. It was 
a couple of centuries later that the outer ring 
of stones was erected. They are made from a 
local stone called sarcen (the same stone used in 
the construction of the Stonehenge trilithons). 
Sarsen stones got their name from the Anglo-
Saxon words ‘sar’ meaning troublesome and 
‘stan’ meaning stone. 

They were chosen for their natural form and 
weren’t shaped. They fall into two categories. 
Some are diamond shaped and others are 
rectangular, representing male and female 
aspects. 

The last thing to be added were the stone 
avenues (as shown above) leading from two of 
the entrances. It is quite an experience to walk 
the avenues in the footsteps of those who have 
done so over thousands of years. It sends a 
shiver down your spine.

Avebury was built over a period of about 
a thousand years but strangely, after about a 
thousand years of intense activity, something 
led to the abandonment of the circle. It stood 
unused for thousands of years and nature tried 
to reclaim it.
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It was from the Middle Ages onwards, 
that the biggest treat to Avebury came. As 
Christianity was gaining more power, some 
tried to eradicate any signs of the pagan past. 
Of course the sarcens lived up to their name and 
were quite hard to destroy.

A great number of the stones were buried 
and it was a couple of hundred years before they 
figured out that by heating the stone and cooling 
them quickly this would cause them to crack.

The stones were used in the construction of 
a few buildings around Avebury, which can still 
be seen. 

It was William Stukeley who came across 
Avebury at the height of this destruction 
and realised that it was an important ancient 
site. Even though he protested, the clearance 
continued. Luckily he made detailed drawings 
of the stones as they fell and he also saw the 
giant obelisk stone before it was destroyed. 

The stones of  Beckhamton Avenue were 
also mostly destroyed, leaving just two stones. 
Only 15 stones were left above ground around 
the entire monument. It remained like this until 
the 1930’s when Alexander Keiller set out to 
restore it as one of the greatest stone circles in 
Britain.

SILBURY HILL
Exit the henge through West Kennet Avenue 

and on towards the next stop. Only 1/3 of the 
avenue was restored. It used to go the whole 
way to the sanctuary, which is 
about a mile and a half away. If 
you follow the avenue and then 
the road about a mile down the 
road (which seems like 10 miles 
when you are hauling nearly 
your body weight in a backpack 
with blisters on your feet) you 
eventually spot Silbury Hill off 
in the distance. It is the largest 
man made mound in Europe. 
Silbury Hill is very enigmatic, 
and is reluctant to give up its 
secrets after two centuries of 

excavation. For many years it was believed to 
be a much larger version of the round barrows 
that are very common in the area. These smaller 
ones were usually plundered for grave goods, so 
it would be natural to assume that the larger one 
would have belonged to someone of profound 
wealth and importance and would contain lots 
of treasure. One such legend is of a solid gold 
life-size statue of King Sil.

Silbury Hill is 31 meters high and covers five 
acres at its base. It was obviously built by people 
with an understanding of soil mechanics.

Who knows what may remain hidden 
inside!

WEST KENNET LONG BARROW
In close proximity to Silbury Hill is West 

Kennet Long Barrow (shown below). It was so 
worth the trek through a flint strewn field to get 
to it (we didn’t see the path which would have 
saved us a lot of bother). 
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One might experience a strange, eerie feeling 
inside this chamber tomb, but a remarkable 
experience, nonetheless.

It is one of the longest chamber tombs in the 
UK. It was constructed five and a half thousand 
years ago and remained in use for a very long 
period of time up to about 2000 B.C. when for 
some reason they filled it in until 1859, and 
then the side chambers were excavated (shown 
above) in 1955. 

The Long Barrow has five chambers leading 
off a central passage. It is aligned to the east 
so the morning sun would illuminate the main 
chamber.

The bones of many people were found 
including vertebrae, heaps of long bones and 
rows off skulls. It is hard to tell how many 
people  were involved because of the varying 
levels of completeness of the skeletons, but 
there is believed to be 46. They were both male 
and female, ranging in age from child to adult.

The stone chambers only take up a sixth of the 
length and the rest was believed to be wooden 
chambers. It has not been properly excavated 

yet, although a local doctor apparently used to 
remove plenty of human bones to make medicine 
for locals (not sure what the time frame for this 
is). Also an interesting note: many of the bones 
found in the chambers showed signs of spina 
bifida and all the adults had arthritis.

I wish I had more time to explore the area but 
I had to travel on to Stonehenge for the after- 
hours special access tour.

STONEHENGE 
I had booked special access to Stonehenge 

months beforehand. Special access allows 12 
people at sunrise and 12 at sunset to go beyond 
the ropes, and gives you access to the inside 
of the circle that is ordinarily off limits to the 
public. I would recommend this to anyone who 
plans to visit here. 

We had meant to be there for an hour but only 
arrived there with 15 minutes remaining due to 
the problem I spoke of earlier. The security guards 
were very sympathetic and accommodating and 
gave us an extra 15 minutes, and for that I will 
be forever grateful.
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Stonehenge is in the center of a large number 
of Bronze Age and Neolithic monuments. There 
are also several hundred burial mounds in the 
area and land surrounding Stonehenge and it is 
made of sarcen stones, like Avebury. The inner 
ring is constructed of bluestones from the Preseli 
Mountains in Wales. Archaeologists believe it 
was built anywhere from 3000 B.C. to 2000 
B.C. Radiocarbon dating in 2008 suggested that 
the first stones were raised between 2400 and 
2200 B.C., whilst another theory suggests that 
the bluestones may have been raised at the site 
as early as 3000 B.C.

The new visitor centre has been opened now, 
as far as I know, so I would love to get back 
there for a look. 

There is also an interesting project nearby 
where they are building Neolithic huts. I would 
also recommend a trip to nearby Salisbury, to its 
magnificent cathedral and to take a tour of the 
largest spire in Europe – a truly unforgettable 
experience that will remain with me forever.

The place is awe inspiring today, so one can 
only imagine how people of the Neolithic age 
would have seen it and felt in its presence.

Of course not much else outside of speculation 
can be said about Stonehenge, and much has 
been written, elsewhere, so I will let my photos 
speak for themselves.

See more of Shane’s photos on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/ShaneBroderickPhotography
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GLASTONBURY TOR
My last day of my unforgettable trip to the 

UK found me in a place that is synonymous 
with all things sacred, namely, any of the spots 
attributed to Joseph of Arimathea (the uncle of 
Jesus) who was said to have hidden the Holy 
Grail in Glastonbury, the abbey (most famous 
for the burial place of King Arthur), and the 
ancient holy hill, the Tor.

Anyone who knows of Glastonbury, knows 
of the Tor. It dominates the landscape for miles 
around, calling to you to come and climb to 
its summit. As with anywhere in Glastonbury, 
the Tor has no shortage of its own legends and 
myths. Myths abound, relating to the Tor, and 
range from modern day occurrences to instances 
all the way back to human prehistory. There are 
so many different stories ranging from fairies, 
entrances to another world, Arthurian lore, lay 
lines, UFOs, and also in the varied feeling of the 
people who visit. 

Local people say that some days they feel 
compelled to climb it, while other days they 
find it hard to even look at it.

There are many stories both real and 
imaginary pertaining to subterranean tunnels 
beneath the Tor. Jazz sessions were held in one 
such tunnel entrance in the 60s, but all seem to 
have been closed up by now. 

The most famous of these tales is of a 
mysterious tunnel leading from the abbey to the 
Tor. It is said that 30 monks entered the tunnel 
but only three came out the other side – two 
driven insane and the other struck dumb.

Some experienced dowsers claim that the 
Tor is hollow and consists of many subterranean 
waterways. Some believe that the spiral maze is 
represented both inside and out and that a Druid 
cave or temple might exist within. 

Another common legend is that it is an 
entrance to the Celtic Otherworld of Anwynn, 
and bright lights have been seen emanating 
from the remains of St. Michael’s Tower.

I started my ascent of the Tor quite early in 
the morning and I was lucky to have avoided the 
crowds that tend to gather here throughout the 
day. On the summit the view is quite spectacular. 
On a clear day the view extends for miles and it 
is an outstanding place to just sit and take in the 
energy of the place. I would love to visit on a 
misty morning to experience everything below 
the summit hidden under a blanket of mist.

Well that concludes my selection of some of 
the sacred sites I have visited. I hope you have 
enjoyed reading about my adventures, and I 
would recommend to everyone to visit each of 
these places and experience them for yourself, 
because words alone cannot express the beauty 
of them. 

Thanks for taking time to read this and I look 
forward to having the opportunity to talk about 
more of the places I visit in future issues.
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the Sacred Great Glen by Christine Woodcock
Canada

I have just returned from my annual trip to 
Scotland. This year I stayed a few days extra and 
headed for the Highlands. I stationed myself in 
Inverness and took in some of the more sacred 
sites along the Great Glen (the area between 
Inverness and Fort William).

Our first visit was to Culloden Battlefield. We 
started at the Visitor Centre. This allowed us to 
walk through the timeline leading up to the day 
of battle. We listened to “first-hand” accounts 
and were able to view the battle in surround 
theatre. Coming out of the theatre, there is a 
wall covered in the names of those who fell 
at Culloden. Reading them sent shivers up my 
spine and caused a heaviness in my chest. 

From the visitor centre, we collected audio 
guides for our walk through the battlefield. 

Past the English line . . . 
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Past the memorial stones, 
commemorating the fallen clans . . .

Past the Well of the Dead . . .  

And out to the memorial cairn . . .

From the cairn, we walked to the Jacobite 
line. The Jacobites had a serious disadvantage, 
not just based on exhaustion and disorganization, 
but based also on terrain. The English were on 
relatively level fields while the Jacobites were 
in dense brush, thick heather and heavy, marshy 
bogs. The Jacobites stood little chance, when 
charging forward, of getting anywhere but stuck. 
Sadly this led to the slaughter of hundreds of 
men in mere minutes.

The battlefield is well preserved. It is, for the 
most part, barren, open and still. It is easy to 
hear the cries of our ancestors as they are carried 
along the winds blowing across the moors 
– a truly haunting place to visit, and a sacred 
memory that will stay with me for a lifetime.

                           ~•~

Next on the places to visit was the pre-historic 
Balnuaran of Clava Cairns, which are more than 
4,000 years old – older than the pyramids. 
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The north-east cairn and south-west cairn, are 
well-preserved passage cairns. The cairns are 
aligned to the Midwinter solstice. These cairns 
likely only housed one body each. Standing 
stones surround the cairns as protection. These 
standing stones were added much later.

The central cairn is a circle with no opening 
or passage. It is thought that this was likely a fire 
ring where ceremonies were held in conjunction 
with the burials in the two passage cairns.

The kerb cairn shown below was added 
most recently (3,000 years ago) and may have 
originally provided an outline for a low earth 
mound.

The next day we took a drive down the Great 
Glen to Fort William. The scenery and history 
of the Great Glen are not to be missed. I had 
picked up a leaflet on the Great Glen Way and 
so was able to watch for some of the more 
obscure things along the way. All in all, it was 

a fascinating ride through history. My history. I 
am a Macdonald. This was my clan’s land. 

Our first point of interest, of course, was Loch 
Ness. I remember the first time I saw the Loch. 
I was confused. Living near the Great Lakes in 
Ontario, I had never been to a lake I could see 
across and find land on the opposing side! The 
Great Lakes are like standing at the seaside. 
Nothing on the horizon but water. HOW could a 
monster possibly live in this wee loch? However, 
driving the length of it, I was impressed at how 
long it really is. Maybe not wide, but several 
miles in length. And the scenery, of course, is 
impressive.

 

From Loch Ness, we saw the  Commando 
Memorial Monument just outside Spean 
Bridge. In addition to the monument, there is a 
memorial area where people can leave tributes 
to the fallen and a special area where the ashes 
of the fallen can be scattered among their kin. 
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Also outside of Spean Bridge is the Well of 
the Seven Heads.

This monument was erected in 1810 to 
commemorate a particularly bloody incident in 
the history of Clan Donald, in 1663, when the 
murders of Alisdair and Ranald MacDonnell of 
Keppoch were avenged with the beheading of 
their uncle, Alisdair Bhuode of Inverlair, and 
his six sons. The death of these seven men had 
been ordered by Sir James of Duntulum Castle 
on Skye. 

The severed heads were turned over to Iain 
Lom, kinsman to the MacDonnell brothers. 
Once Iain had the heads, he wrapped them in his 
plaid, rode them to this spot in Loch Oich and 
washed the blood off them before sending the 
heads to Edinburgh to be fixed to the gallows at 
the east end of the capital city. 

This monument was erected as a reminder to 
the bloody history between warring clans.

Our last sacred place to visit was the now- 
ruined Invergarry Castle, ancient seat of the 
MacDonnells. The MacDonnells or Macdonalds, 
owned most of the land at the lower end of 
the Great Glen, as well as the area that is now 
Wester Ross and the lower isles. 

This old castle was the seat of the clan 
chief of MacDonnell of Glengarry. The castle 
was burned in 1654 by Cromwell’s men. Once 
repaired, it was held for King James VII of 
Scotland from 1688-1692. From then, it was 
held by the Jacobites and became a safe haven 
for Bonnie Prince Charlie after his defeat at 
Culloden and before his exile to Skye. In the 
aftermath of Culloden, the castle was ransacked 
and partly demolished by Cumberland’s army 
as part of the systematic suppression of the 
Highland way of life. The ruins have been 
standing for nearly 300 years and serve as a 
poignant and sacred reminder of the tumultuous 
history of the Scottish Highlands.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Christine Woodcock 
conducts genealogy tours to Scotland on an 
annual basis. You can reach her at – 
        www.genealogytoursofscotland.ca
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So, what’s next?
Next month we celebrate Celtic “Heritage” with stories along that theme. In August, our theme 

is “By Sea, By Land”. This happens to be the MacDonalds of Sleat motto, but it applies to Celts 
everywhere who have lived a great portion of their more recent centuries in sea kingdoms, along 
the coast, on islands, beside a loch – or on heather-covered mountain tops and in the flowering 
valleys below. For September we will try the theme “The Harvest.”

These issues promise to be interesting and it’s geat fun to see how our authors twist and turn 
their tales to fit our themes. I am ALWAYS surprised.

One final note on “Sacred Sites” –

I’d like to relay a short tale about myself that may help those struggling with what to believe 
in. When I was younger, I suffered from a sore on my chin that just wouldn’t go away. I took 
such harrassment over it from family and so-called friends. I was shy and frustrated and prayed 
endlessly to “God” to make it go away. Finally, I said the hell with it, I am going to get rid of this 
my own damn way. I scanned the only medical book we had (this was long before the days of the 
internet). I thought it through, and I chose my own original cure. Within days the sore was gone, 
after a couple years of suffering with it . . . and I took full credit!

It was only in a meditation, many, many years later, that I realized the God I was praying to, 
back then, didn’t exist. BUT, the God that cured my problem was the God that was inside of me. 

All religions teach God is omnipresent. If so, God is me and I am God, and so are you. 
“God helps him who helps himself.” There’s another good advisement that we must take action 

and not simply rely on endless supplications. 
It is a false choice to say that you must believe in a vengeful God, or in no God at all.
God is simply “All That Is”, and God is also all-powerful, so get up off your duff and take care 

of business like the Divine Creature that you are!!!!!
Whether pagan, Christian, agnostic, or whatever, we all have potential beyond our belief – to 

succeed, to live healthy, to use our talents, to be free and to celebrate ourselves, our family, and 
our heritage.

The only limiting factor is our BS or Belief System, typically hammered out over years of being 
told you can’t do this and you can’t do that. BS stands for another well-known factor in human 
existence. Don’t let the BS of life get in the way of your own non-limiting BS (Belief System). 

Remember – Can’t never did nothing.  I repeat – Can’t Never Did Nothing!
Way down deep inside of you is the most sacred site of all. Some call it the Soul, others the 

Spirit, some insist it is simply the Mind. A few have even suggested it is all physical, consisting 
solely of our Body functioning in ways we have trouble understanding. 

Who cares?
It’s there. It’s sacred. It’s us at our very basic level of being.
Sit quietly and listen to the God inside of you. You may hear something special, or you may 

simply give your worn-out being a well-deserved break. Either way, you win!
Forgive the soapbox. I only want to help those who struggle and look outwardly for help when 

the help they need has been right there inside of them all along. Get busy! Get going!


